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January 19,2017

Jeff Tarry, Chair

North Shuswap Incorporation Feasibility Study Group
Sent via email: soldO.iefftarry.com
Dear Mr. Tarry:

Re: Scotch Creek Governance Review- Phase I Background Report
Thank you for your letter, received by our office on December 22, 2016, which included the Scotch
Creek Governance Review - Phase I Background Report prepared by True Consulting. As you know,
the letter and accompanying report was considered by the Columbia Shuswap Regional District

(CSRD) Board at its January 19, 2017 regular Board meeting.
After considering a staff report, the Board's action was to deny your request for the CSRD to advance
the discussion on local governance in Scotch Creek to the ministerial level for the following reasons:
• The Study Report fails to make a prima facie case that incorporation of Scotch Creek is a
feasible or realistic governance option given the current characteristics of the community;
• The Study Report provides no evidence that the economic development objectives and
aspirations of the Scotch Creek community cannot be achieved through the existing CSRD

model;
• The Study Report fails to adequately explain why a change in local governance is needed or
should be considered; and, finally

• In light of other Governance Study initiatives that the CSRD is currently undertaking, the CSRD
does not have the resources or capacity to embark on another Governance Review at this time.
I have enclosed for your reference my report to the Board in respect of this matter.

The Electoral Area Director and CSRD staff would be happy to meet with the North Shuswap
Incorporation Feasibility Study Group (NSIFSG) representatives, with the aim of further exploring what
appear to be the main underlying concerns motivating the incorporation effort, including the lack of
development in the community and the cost of water and sewer infrastructure.
In order to arrange a meeting, please contact Emily Johnson, my Executive Assistant, at 250-833-5922
or eiohnson@csrd.bc.ca.
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Yours truly,

COLUMBIA SHUSWAP REGIONAL DISTRICT
Per:
( ,'/ [~,-i'

;;.i

Charles Hamilton

Chief Administrative Officer
Enclosure
ec: Larry Morgan, CSRD Electoral Area F Director
Robert Misseghers, CSRD Electoral Area F Alternate Director
Ministry of Community, Sport and Cultural Development

CSRD
BOARD REPORT
TO:

Chair and Directors

File No: 0112-05

FROM:

Charles Hamilton,

Date: Jan. 19, 2017

Chief Administrative Officer

SUBJECT:

Letter from Jeff Tarry, Chair, North Shuswap Incorporation Feasibility
Study Group (NSIFSG) and Scotch Creek Governance Review - Phase I
Background Review Report prepared by TRUE Consulting, November

2016

RECOMMENDATIONS:
#1.

THAT the Board acknowledge receipt of the letter from Jeff Terry, Chair,
Scotch Creek Governance Review Committee, along with the Scotch Creek
Governance Review - Phase I Background Research Report (the Study
Report) prepared by TRUE Consulting, dated November 2016.

#2

THAT the Board deny the request for the CSRD to advance the discussion
on local governance in Scotch Creek by requesting the Ministry of
Community Sport and Cultural Development to approve a formal
Governance Study for the North Shuswap for the following reasons:
• The Study Report fails to make a prima facie case that incorporation
of Scotch Creek is a feasible or realistic governance option given the
current characteristics of the community;

• The Study Report provides no evidence that the economic
development objectives and aspirations of the Scotch Creek
community cannot be achieved through the existing CSRD model;
• The Study Report fails to adequately explain why a change in local
governance is needed or should be considered; and, finally
• In light of other Governance Study initiatives that the CSRD is
currently undertaking, the CSRD does not have the resources or
capacity to embark on another Governance Review at this time.

#3

THAT the Electoral Area Director and staff be directed to meet with the
NSIFS Group representatives, with the aim of further exploring what
appear to be the main underlying concerns motivating the incorporation
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effort, including the lack of development in the community and the cost of
water and sewer infrastructure.

SHORT SUMMARY:
In May 2016, the Board considered a letter from a group of North Shuswap residents referred to as the
North Shuswap Incorporation Feasibility Study Group (NSIFS). The purpose of the letter was to seek the
support of the CSRD Board to conduct a Phase I Background Research Report, with the aim of researching
information to better understand opportunities for local governance, including the feasibility of
incorporation. A consulting proposal prepared by TRUE Consulting was also considered by the Board.The
Board did not formally endorse the Phase I study, but it did indicate that it would make staff resources
available to assist the consulting team with its information gathering.

Despite the fact that the CSRD Board did not endorse the Phase I study initiative, the NSIFS Group retained
TRUE Consulting and proceeded with and paid for the study on its own. The consulting team finalized
its report in November 2016, a copy of which is attached to this report for the Board's reference.
Also attached isa letter from the Chair of the NSIFSGroup, Jeff Tarry/which was received attheCSRD
office on December 22, 2016. In the letter/ the CSRD Board is asked to advance the discussion on
local governance by urging the Ministry of Community, Sport, and Cultural Development to approve
a formal Governance Study for the North Shuswap.

Unweighted [X] Weighted D Stakeholder D
VOTING: Corporate Corporate (Weighted)

BACKGROUND:
The following background information is submitted for the Board's reference:
1. At the Regular Meeting on May 19, 2016, the Board considered a letter from a group of North
Shuswap residents referred to as the North Shuswap Incorporation Feasibility Study Group
(NSIFSG). The purpose of the letter was to seek the support of the CSRD Board to conduct a Phase
I Background Research Report, with the aim of researching information to better understand
opportunities for local governance, including the feasibility of incorporation. A consulting
proposal prepared by TRUE Consulting was attached to the letter and considered by the Board.
2. The salient points raised in the NSIFSs letter included the following:
• A number of interested North Shuswap residents want more information on the
possibility of incorporation.
• The boundaries of incorporation had not been determined nor had it been determined
whether incorporation is even feasible.
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• Instead, the NSIFS Group indicated that it wanted to investigate the facts needed to
determine the viability of some or all of the North Shuswap being offered the chance to
incorporate.

• An initial committee has been formed, comprised of residents of the North Shuswap from
various different areas.

• A Phase I Background Research proposal has been prepared by TRUE Consulting.
• The NSIFS Group indicates that its conversations with local residents and organizations
show widespread public support for the study.
• Finally, in addition to asking for the Board to support the study, the NSIFS Group also
asked that CSRD staff assist the consulting group with gathering the necessary information
to complete the report.

3. The Board's action was to acknowledge receipt of the letter and corresponding proposal dated
April 2016 from the North Shuswap Incorporation Feasibility Study Group (NSIFS) and directed
staff to send a letter to the NSISG that incorporated the following points:
• Given that the NSIF5 is willing to fund on its own the Phase I work-plan prepared by TRUE
Consulting, CSRD Board approval is not required for the NSIFS to undertake the proposed
P/7ase / Background Research Study;
• The CSRD Board is unwilling to "formally endorse" the Phase I study proposed by the NSIFS
because it does not believe that incorporation is a feasible or realistic option at this time.
However, the CSRD has no objection if the N51 FS wishes to proceed with the Phase I study, and
the CSRD is willing to make some staff resources available to provide assistance to NSIFS and
its consultants;
• In our view, NSIF5 Group's proposal is focused on baseline data collection that is consistent
with the approach taken in other areas of the Province as a starting point for governance
analysis, although more typically the work is led by local government(s) from the outset, not
local citizens or community organizations;

• It is our expectation that the results of the baseline inventory will demonstrate that
incorporation is clearly not feasible, and this could benefit the community in the long term as
this request could be put to rest, and the focus could shift to addressing valid community issues
identified during the data collection process through more realistic means;
• Finally, in reviewing the proposal, we have noted a few areas of caution that the Study Group
may wish to consider:
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• The proposal presupposes incorporation as the only final outcome that may be desirable.
A range of solutions may be possible to address valid community issues and concerns.
Results of the diagnostic study may determine that this is not a preferred outcome (e.g.
tax impact from cost of road maintenance is too great) and that other solutions could be
pursued, such as new servicing arrangements or local committee structures;

• The proposal currently describes three phases of the study. Any next steps following
completion of the baseline inventory report (i.e.. Phase I) would need to be determined
jointly by the CSRD and the Ministry of Community, Sport, and Community Development
(Ministry), not by local citizens or community organizations. The Ministry would also
expect that any steps taken beyond baseline data collection would need to be led by the
CSRD (i.e., public consultation, committee establishment, completion of additional
governance studies, etc.);

• The proposal articulates the committee as an Incorporation Committee, which is
problematic. If the process were to proceed to public consultation and an analysis of
governance options, the Ministry and CSRD would then jointly determine appropriate
committee structure, functions, and selection process. This could potentially be addressed
by clearly separating the function of the local citizens 'workgroup' from the potential
functions of a future local governance committee, which may or may not include these
particular individuals.
• Section 3 - Task 3 identifies an 'email survey/consultation/ with potential groups. This is
the first and only reference to this being part of the process in your document - any need
for public/stakeholder consultation on study results would need to be determined jointly
by CSRD and Ministry following completion of the Phase 1 report;
• Section 3 - Task 4 - should not predetermine if Phase II is required - this would be
determined by the CSRD and Ministry following Phase I.

CURRENT STATUS:
The following activities have taken place since the Board last considered this matter at its regular
meeting on May 19, 2016:
1. The NSIFS Group engaged TRUE Consulting to carry out the Phase I Incorporation work
program as detailed in its April 2016 proposal.
2. Although CSRD staff and the Electoral Area T Director declined the invitation to participate
as ex-officio members on the Study Group Committee, staff did meet with the consulting
team and provided a range of mapping and financial data to assist with their research efforts.
3. The TRUE consulting team finalized the report in November 2016, and a letter from the Chair
of the NSIFS Group, Jeff Tarry, was received at the CSRD office on December 22, 2016. In the
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letter, the CSRD Board is urged to encourage the Ministry of Community, Sport, and Cultural
Development to approve a Governance Study for the North Shuswap.

POLICY
There is no directly applicable Board policy with respect to incorporation, boundary annexation or
governance issues generally. Instead, matters relating to governance studies, boundary restructure,

and incorporation are governed by policies, procedures, and legislation set out by the Ministry of
Community, Sport and Cultural Development.

KEY FINDINGS - PHASE I INCORPORATION RESEARCH REPORT
It is beyond the scope of this report to provide a detailed overview of the findings contained in the Phase
I Incorporation Background Report. Instead, I am electing to simply re-state the observational highlights
itemized on pages 49-50 Summary of the Report. The observational highlights include:
• While a substantial number of the comparable municipalities have been incorporated for many
years, there are also examples of newly incorporated small municipalities.
• The average total assessment value for comparable communities is less than $80 M. The average

total assessment value in Scotch Creek is almost 4 times this amount at over $300M.
• Scotch Creek has a high percentage of residential assessments and a limited number of properties
in other classifications. While a diverse land base may be a preferred structure, there are existing
small municipalities operating with less diversity and higher rates of residential assessment.
• A Scotch Creek municipality would cover a comparatively small geographic area, thereby offering
potential operational efficiencies for servicing infrastructure (roads, sewer, and water).

• Comparable municipalities have access to a variety of revenue sources in addition to property
taxation. On average less than 32% of revenue is from property taxation.

• An estimated potential budget available to Scotch Creek from property taxation only, using
existing 2016 tax rates, is $662,046. This amount is higher than the average amount of revenue
from own purpose property taxation ($520,000) in comparably sized municipalities.
• The Scotch Creek area has a strong economic, social and cultural fabric, with citizens who are

engaged and interested in the future of their community.
• There are many comparably sized municipalities that are successfully operating community water
and sewer systems. A Scotch Creek municipality could consolidate several private water systems,

thereby simplifying administration by IHA.
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• Consistent with the Liquid Waste Management Plan, a Scotch Creek municipality could develop a
phased sanitary sewer servicing plan and would qualify for capital cost assistance grants from
senior governments.

• Scotch Creek has assets and revenue generating opportunities that are comparable (or better)
than other similar sized, existing municipalities.
• The community is interested in further dialogue on the subject of incorporation.
• There were no "red flags" or obstacles to incorporation (e.g. limited tax base, high road
maintenance costs).

• There is evidence of incorporated municipalities creatively and successfully addressing some of
the issues that have historically been challenging for Scotch Creek (for example, water and sewer
servicing, planning).
Based on the Report's finding and observations, the Consulting team goes on to recommend at p. 51 of

the Report the following next steps to advance the discussion on local governance:
• Provide the Background Report to the CSRD and MCSCD.
• Provide community access to the Background Report.

• Meet with the Ministry of Community, Sport and Cultural Development to discuss the potential
of launching a formal incorporation study, and
• Continue to engage in informed discussions on incorporation in the North Shuswap.

KEY ISSUES/ANALYSIS
Incorporation
The report focuses on, and attempts to make the case for, incorporation as the preferred model of local

governance for the Scotch Creek portion of Area F. The report fails to explain why a change in local
governance is needed or should be considered. A change in local governance from electoral area to

municipality is a significant undertaking that involves substantial study and consultation. Before initiating
any serious study, the Ministry will ask two key questions:
• What are the needs driving a change in governance?
• Is the existing, electoral area governance option unable to address the needs?
The report suggests that the main needs relate to servicing - in particular, to water and sewer
infrastructure systems that are needed in order to accommodate greater development. To the extent

that these needs are valid, the report does not explain why they cannot be addressed through the CSRD.
The report points to the fact that a new municipality would have access to senior government grant
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programs which could be tapped to help offset the prohibitive cost of such services. But the report does
not mention that the community, as part of Area F, is already able to access all of the same infrastructure
grant programs available to the regional district.
Scotch Creek Characteristics
The report notes that Scotch Creek is a small community, with a very small permanent population and
limited development. The report anticipates that these characteristics will be problematic for any
incorporation movement, and attempts to neutralize them by drawing repeated comparisons to

municipalities with fewer than 1000 population. These comparisons, however, are not terribly
meaningful. The other municipalities mentioned are, with few exceptions, under-resourced, remote

places that were incorporated several decades ago. It is quite likely that several of these municipalities
would elect not to incorporate if they had that option today.
Interestingly, the report includes on page 23 a quotation from a Ministry document that cites high
population, demand for new services, and the needs of a complex urban area as precursors for

incorporation. This passage would seem to argue against Scotch Creek becoming a municipality.
Municipal Budget
The report presents tax rates to show the budget for a new municipality. These rates tell us nothing about
levels of service or staffing. They are not meaningful (the report actually cautions against using the
budget). There is little mention, too, about local road costs that would be incurred. These costs tend to
be the deal-killers.
Economic Development

Reading between the lines, it would appear that the initiative is an economic development effort,
intended to set the stage for the development of the community. The initiators may believe that the
current local governance structure (EA) is to blame for the community's lack of development; however,
no evidence is presented to suggest that governance is the difficulty. In my view, everything that the
report suggests is needed by the community could be delivered through the CSRD model.
Governance
Finally, in many studies governance - that is, who gets to make the decisions - is the driving force. This
report, however, pays very little attention to the governance issue.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS:
As noted above, a change in local governance from electoral area to municipality is a significant
undertaking that involves substantial study and consultation. Even if a prima facia case could be made in
support of incorporation, which I do not believe is the case in this instance, I submit that the regional
district has to be mindful of its capacity to undertake another governance study initiative. The CSRD is
currently carrying out a Governance Review exercise in Electoral Area 'C'', and a second Governance Study

initiative is planned this year relative to boundary annexation issues in and around the City of Revelstoke
and Electoral Area 'B'.

The Ministry of Community, Sport & Cultural Development (MCSCD) is aware of the Scotch Creek
governance review process and Ministry staff have reviewed the final report. MCSCD shares the view
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that the communities concerns could be largely addressed through the existing governance system and
has encouraged further dialogue between the community, CSRD staff, and locally elected officials to
explore matters raised in the report.

DESIRED OUTCOME:
The Board endorses staff's recommendation.

COMMUNICATION:
If the Board approves the recommendation contained in this report, the CSRD will notify the NSIFS Group
of the Board's decision.

LIST NAME OF REPORT(S) / DOCUMENT(S):
1. Scotc/? Creek Governance - Phase I Background Research
Report, prepared by TRUE Consulting, Kamloops, BC,
November 2016.
2. Undated Letter from Jeff Tarry, Chair, NSIFS Group,

Attached to
Agenda:

Available from

Staff:

received December 22, 2016.
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